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Abstract. Cooperating systems are systems of systems that collaborate for a
common purpose. In this work, we consider networked cooperating systems that
base important decisions on data gathered from external sensors and use external
actuators to enforce safety critical actions. Typical examples of cooperating cyberphysical systems are critical infrastructure process control systems. Such systems
must not only be secure, they must be demonstrably so. Using the example of a
hydroelectric power plant control system, this paper analyzes security threats for
networked cooperating systems, where sensors providing decision critical data are
placed in non-protected areas and thus are exposed to various kinds of attacks. We
propose a concept for trust establishment in cyber-physical cooperating systems.
Using trusted event reporting for critical event sources, the authenticity of the
security related events can be verified. Based on measurements obtained with a
prototypical realisation, we evaluate and analyze the amount of overhead data
transmission between event source and data verification system needed for trust
establishment. We propose an efficient synchronisation scheme for system integrity
data, reducing network traffic as well as verification effort.
Keywords: trustworthy event management in cyber-physical systems; security of
cooperating systems; trusted event reporting; critical infrastructure protection.
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Introduction

Cooperating Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are systems of systems that collaborate for a
common purpose. Systems in the physical world are linked to the cyber world by elements
such as sensors, which capture data from the physical world and produce information
that provides an abstraction of the state of the physical world for processing in the cyber
world. Analysis of this information may lead to decisions in the cyber world. These, in
turn, influence the physical world either directly, e.g., by actuator elements, or indirectly,
e.g., by visualizing information for human actuators in the physical world. Prominent
examples for novel cooperating CPS are future smart energy systems, vehicular ad hoc
networks, air traffic management systems, and ecosystems for smart cities, which extend
the cooperation of networked systems with cross-infrastructure interdependencies.
Obviously, a certain level of trust in these emerging CPS is indispensible and, thus,
adequate security concepts are utmost important for common acceptance of these systems.

In smart energy systems, increased interconnection and integration introduces cyber
vulnerabilities into the grid that do not yet exist in the current, rather fragmented grid
infrastructure [37, 10, 13]. In the case of vehicular ad hoc networks, user safety is a
major challenge with great impact on the security of these CPS [11]. Distributed air
traffic management systems that collaborate for a common purpose, such as the smooth
running of an airport, need continuous update and improvement to security [14]. New
challenges with respect to smart city management comprise the provision of trustworthy
shared information for cross-application use, the secure data exchange between devices
and their users, and the protection of vulnerable devices [3].
As outlined above, sensors are important interfaces, connecting physical and cyber
world. Thus, one important requirement common to all application domains of CPS is the
capability to prove that a measured value has been acquired at a certain time and within
a specified “valid” operation environment. Authenticity of such measures can only be
assured together with authentication of the used device itself, it’s configuration, and the
software running at the time of the measurement. A similar requirement is necessary for
cyber-controlled actuators in the physical world, namely, the capability to prove that the
actions triggered by decisions taken in the cyber world are executed at the scheduled
time and within a specified “valid” operation environment.
A specific problem in geographically dispersed infrastructures is that the interfaces
connecting physical and cyber world are often placed in non-protected environments
and attackers are able to access and manipulate this equipment with relative ease [42].
Therefore, when physical access to critical devices cannot be inhibited, an effective
security solution must address detection of manipulations. Manipulated equipment can
be used to cause misjudgement on the physical system’s state and hide critical conditions,
which in turn can lead to wrong decisions with severe impact on the overall CPS.
In this work, we analyze security threats for critical CPS by means of a representative
example, namely, a hydroelectric power plant in a dam. We elicit adequate security
requirements based on safety considerations and present a concept for trustworthy event
reporting.
Digital signatures obviously can provide authenticity and integrity of recorded
data [4]. However, a signature gives no information about the status of the measurement
device at the time of measurement. Our solution, the Trusted Information Agent (TIA), is
based on trusted computing technology [21] and integrates industry approaches to the attestation of event reporter states. We determine the overhead for trust establishment in the
amount of transferred data and the calculation cost on the verifier and propose a scheme
that efficiently handles the transmission and processing of the stored measurement log
produced by the integrity measurement architecture.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces an exemplary application scenario, discusses security-related challenges for CPS and corresponding security requirements. Based on these requirements, we address a solution
for our propositions and describe the concept of a TIA in Section 3. In Section 4, we
analyze important scalability aspects of our approach based on a quantitative evaluation
and propose a scheme for minimizing the overhead of trusted event reporting. Section 5
gives an overview of the related work and Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines
directions for future research.
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Application Scenario

Our security analysis is based on examples from a hydroelectric power plant in a dam,
which is in many respects typical for a critical infrastructure. A dam is a layered CPS
with intra- and cross-layer dependencies and with various other sources of complexity.
Several distinct functionalities influence controlling and monitoring activities. Moreover,
different components, mechanisms, and operative devices are involved, each one with
different requirements in terms of produced data and computational loads. A huge
number of parameters must be monitored in order to guarantee safety and security.
Among the most commonly used dam instrumentation sensors are water level sensors, thermometers, tiltmeters (measurement of wall or earth inclination), piezometers
(water pressure), crackmeters (wall crack enlargement), pressure cells (concrete or embankment pressure), jointmeters (joint shrinkage), and turbidimeters (fluid turbidity).
The heterogeneity of currently used devices is a relevant challenge in the dam process
control: they range from old industrial control systems, designed and deployed over the
last 20 years and requiring extensive manual intervention by human operators, to more
recently developed systems, conceived for automatic operations (SCADA).
Indeed, the trend of development is toward increasingly automated dam control
systems. While automation leads to more efficient systems and also prevents operating
errors; on the downside, it poses a limit to human control in situations where an operator
would possibly foresee and manually prevent incidents.
The remote management of such an infrastructure would require a hierarchical
SCADA system (cf. Figure 2). The SCADA infrastructure gathers information from
individual sensors manged by a Remote Terminal Unit (RTU). At regional level information is managed by a local Master Terminal Unit (MTU) and sent to a central MTU
at the remote control center. Each MTU provides a Human Machine Interface useful to
manage the controlled system.

Fig. 1: Details of the Monte Cotugno
dam: one of the eight dams managed by
EIPLI.

Fig. 2: Deployment of a SCADA system
for monitoring a water management infrastructure

Table 1: Security related scenarios and the respective monitoring
Event
Impact
Detection
Changes
Seepage channels are monitored to evaluate the seep- A weir with a known secin the flow age intensity. A sudden change in flow levels could tion is inserted into the
levels
of show that the structure is subject to internal erosion or channel. The water level
the seepage to piping phenomena. This event can be the cause of behind the weir can be
channels
dam cracks and failures.
converted to a flow rate.
Gates open- Gates opening must be operated under controlled con- A tiltmeter (angle position
ing
ditions since it may result in: i) Flooding of the un- sensor) can be applied to
derlying areas; ii) Increased rate of flow in the down- the gate to measure its postream and catastrophic flooding of down-river areas. sition angle.
Vibration
Increased vibrations of the infrastructure or the tur- Vibration sensors can be
level
bines can anticipate a failure. Possible reasons include: installed over structures or
changes
i) earthquakes ); ii) unwanted solicitations to the tur- turbines to measure the
bines.
stress level.
Water levels Spillways are used to release water when the reservoir Water level alarm helps deabove alert water level reaches alert thresholds. Otherwise, the tect unexpected discharge
thresholds water overtops the dam resulting in possible damage or other anomalous beto the crest.
haviour.

As a severe disadvantage, increased automation and remote control raise a new class
of security-induced safety issues, i.e., cyber attacks against the IT layer of the dam could
ultimately result in damage to people and environment. Dam monitoring aims towards
identifying anomalous behaviour related to the infrastructure. Table 1 summarizes a list
of possible scenarios illustrating the necessity of monitoring specific parameters.
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Fig. 3: Interfaces connecting physical and cyber world with functional dependencies

Figure 3 shows some of the functional dependencies between sensors, control station
components, and actuators. Dam administrator decisions depend on the displayed measurements, whereas control display values are derived from the sensor measurements.
The overall function of the system requires authenticity of measurement values for
several critical sensors.

3

Trusted Information Agent

There is no point in monitoring large systems without having a certain level of confidence
in the correctness of the monitoring data. To achieve this confidence, network security
measures and provisions against technical faults are not enough. In order to address
the serious problem of unrevealed manipulation of monitoring equipment, we now
describe the concept of a Trusted Information Agent (TIA). According to [33], an agent
is characterized by perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon the
environment through effectors. In this work, we address specific security aspects of these
basic functionalities of an agent. The TIA concept is well-suited for a range of device
types, in particular, for networked sensor and actuator devices, which are supposed to be
critical for a cyber-physical system.
3.1

Trust Architecture

An approved technique to reveal software manipulation is software measurement: Each
software component is considered as a byte sequence and thus can be measured by
computing a hash value, which is subsequently compared to the component’s reference
value. The component is authentic, if and only if both values are identical. Obviously,
such measurements make no sense if the measuring component or the reference values
are manipulated themselves. A common solution is to establish a chain of trust: In
a layered architecture, each layer is responsible for computing the checksums of the
components in the next upper layer. At the very bottom of this chain a dedicated security
hardware chip takes the role of the trust anchor.
Trusted Computing technology standards [21] provide a suitable trust architecture
on top of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). A TPM chip is equipped with several
cryptographic capabilities like strong encryption, digital signatures, and some more
advanced features. It is also hardened against physical attacks. TPMs have been proven
to be much less susceptible to attacks than corresponding software-only solutions.
The key concept is the extension of trust from the TPM to further system components.
This is used to ensure that a system is and remains in a predictable and trustworthy state
and thus produces authentic results. Even very complex sensors and actuator devices are
well-suited for this kind of integrity check concept. The proposed device architecture is
presented in more detail now on the example of a trusted sensor device.
3.2

Trusted Sensor Data Aquisition

Figure 4 depicts an architecture for trusted sensor data aquisition consisting of a TIA and
several infrastructure systems providing certification, verification and storage services.
Those infrastructure components will typically be operated in protected environments,
e.g., be all part of the same SCADA control center. The task of a TIA is to gather and report sensor data. Trusted data aquisition means revelation of any software manipulations
of the device itself, authenticating the identity of the TIA, and protecting the sensor data
against tampering attemps.
The TIA is expected to operate in unprotected environments with low physical
protection and externally accessible interfaces such as wireless networks and USB

Fig. 4: TIA architecture

access for maintenance. A necessary precondition to guarantee authenticity of the
measures is a trustworthy state of the measurement device. To meet this requirement,
the TIA is equipped with a TPM as trust anchor and implements a chain of trust [18].
Revelation of software manipulations is based on the comparison between the software
checksums and the corresponding reference values by a remote verification system
(remote attestation) [21].
In addition to the verification system, two infrastructure components are necessary to
establish the authenticity of the gathered data. The TIA uses a TPM-generated attestation
identity key (AIK) as a digital signature key. A privacy certificate authority (PCA) issues
a credential for this AIK. The certified AIK is, henceforth, used as an identity for the TIA.
According to TCG standards, AIKs cannot only be used to attest origin and authenticity
of a trust measurement, but also, to authenticate other keys and data generated by
the TPM. However, the AIK functionality of a TPM is designed primarily to support
remote attestation by signing the checksums of the TIA’s software components, while
signing arbitrary data is, in fact, not directly available as a TPM operation. We have
shown elsewhere, how to circumvent this limitation [17]. Hence, we are able to use
TPM-signatures for arbitrary data from the TIA’s sensors.
Furthermore, a time authority (TA) is needed to approve the correctness of the
measurement time stamps. Any TPM is equipped with an accurate timer. Each event
signature includes the current timer value. However, the TPM timer is a relative counter,
not associated to an absolute time. The TA issues a certificate about the correspondence
between a TPM timestamp (tickstamp) and the absolute time. The combination of
tickstamp and TA-certificate can be used as a trusted timestamp. Alternatively, another
trusted time source, such as GPS, could have been used.
Putting it all together, a measurement record includes arbitrary sensor data, a TAcertified time stamp, and a hash value of the TIA’s software components. The record
itself is signed by the PCA-certified AIK.

Fig. 5: Process model

Figure 5 shows the interactions between TIA and the trusted third party services
PCA and TA, as well as the role of the TPM within the TIA. The more elaborate tasks
of establishing trusted time and a trusted signature have to be accomplished only once
during device initialization.

4

Scalability of Trust Establishment in Distributed SCADA
Systems

The establishment of a trust concept for CPS requires the utilization of cryptographic
techniques and, hence, the need to process data like hash values, time stamps, or digital
signatures in addition to the sensor measurements. This may lead to a significant increase
of the amount of data to be transmitted over the network and processed by the SCADA
control station. Care must be taken that the security-related data overhead is kept within
reasonable limits in order to guarantee uncompromised processing of the sensor data.
In this section, the essential scalability aspects of our trust concept are analyzed.
While the sensors used in our dam scenario are fairly simple devices, there is a growing
use of highly complex sensoring devices, e.g., in automotive assistance systems [41].
Such systems are based on embedded versions of standard operating systems [15], e.g.,
linux, or even on smartphone platforms, e.g., Android. Since the essence of our trust
concept is the revelation of software manipulation, such complex sensors are in the
focus of the scalability analysis. Whenever complex sensors are involved in a system,
the existence of software flaws has to be taken into account. Reliable operation of
such sensors typically requires occasional software updates, e.g., security patches. As a
consequence, the sensor systems cannot be assumed to be static and a trust concept has
to provide an adequate re-verification mechanism for the case of updates.

Based upon a more detailed description of the software attestation process the
security-related data structures are investigated and quantified in 4.1. The computational
costs of the proposed trust scheme have been evaluated using a prototypical implementation relying on the Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [34] for system integrity
measurement. The evaluation results are discussed in 4.2. We then propose a scalable
trust establishment concept and present corresponding algorithms for the generation and
verification of trusted sensor data in 4.3.
4.1

Quantitative Analysis of Security-related Data

According to [25] and [29], two principal data structures are needed for trusted data
acquisition:
TPM Quote. A Quote is the result of a special TPM “quote” operation generating
an approved sensor value. It contains (1) a time stamp approved by the trusted Time
Authority, (2) hash values for the verification of the system integrity measurement results,
and (3) the sensor data. The Quote is signed with the TPM’s PCA-approved AIK. The
hash values (aka PCR values) for checking the system integrity measurement results are
stored in the TPM’s manipulation-protected Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs).
Stored Measurement Log (SML). The SML is a log file including all values necessary to
verify the current system state. It is generated by the Integrity Measurement Architecture.
The SML contains all values necessary to reconstruct the PCRs included in the generated
Quote and can be obtained directly from the system through a system kernel interface.

Fig. 6: Quote and SML Generation Process

Figure 6 shows the generation of signed sensor data as introduced in Figure 4 based
on Quotes, SML and PCR values. Within the scope of system integrity measurement, the
IMA measures each software component by computing a hash value, recording the result
as a new SML entry, and performing a TPM “extend” operation extending a hash chain

Table 2: SML Measurements
SML Entries
File Size
(1) PCR Verification
(2) Template Verification
(3) Hash Verification
Complete Verification

100
500 1000
5000
10000
12 KB 60 KB 127 KB 676 KB 1.4 MB
0.31 ms 1.60 ms 3.42 ms 16.07 ms 33.17 ms
6.42 ms 35.43 ms 70.8 ms 342.99 ms 680.63 ms
0.262 s 1.356 s 2.741 s 13.308 s 26.778 s
0.296 s 1.671 s 3.402 s 15.229 s 30.717 s

with a hash of the new SML entry. The last hash value of this chain is always stored in a
manipulation-protected PCR.
The size of a Quote is the size of the sensor data plus some fixed overhead for the
other Quote components. The SML is a rather large list growing continuously during
system runtime. Each intermediate system state creates a new SML entry containing
hash values and the file system path of the hashed software component. Depending on
the length of the path, the size of an SML entry varies from 88 to 344 Bytes. In practice,
the SML size varies from a couple of KB, right after system start-up, up to certain MB
depending on (i) runtime, (ii) type, and (iii) measured intermediate states of the system.
On our evaluation system the size for 10.000 SML entries was approximately 1.4 MB.
However, for sensors, running a limited amount of software with infrequent updates, but
rather long system runtime, we expect the SML to contain 300-1000 entries.
In order to verify sensor data, the verification system needs the Quotes and the
SML from the TIA. Considering the size of the SML and the large amount of sensor
values processed in a SCADA system, it is quite obvious that efficiency with respect to
communication bandwidth and computational effort are crucial for a practicable solution.
4.2

Computational Costs

To determine the trustworthiness of the data acquisition system, the SML must always be
verified comprehensively. The hash chain approach described above uses one hash value
– the last one in the chain - as a checksum for the integrity of the whole TIA system. A
drawback of this approach is that the necessary verification steps cannot be parallelized,
as each element of the hash chain ci+1 depends on the predecessor value ci . The length
of the chain is the number of entries of the SML.
Specifically, this means that even if a preceding verified trusted state was ascertained,
the entire attestation process must be repeated entirely before a new sensor measurement
can be accepted. To get a better understanding for the attestation process and the computational costs the process induces, we examined a common attestation scheme shown in
Figure 7, which illustrates the verification of each intermediate system state. Furthermore,
we provide time-based measurement results for SMLs of different dimensions in Table 2.
In particular, we analyzed the verification time for SMLs with 100, 500, 1000, 5000 and
10000 entries. The attestation process was executed on a 64-Bit Intel Core I5 760 CPU@
2.800 GHz. The measurements of (1), (2), and (3) were obtained using a python script.
As shown in Table 2, file size and verification time grow linearly with the number of
SML entries. Analysis of the time-based measurement results shows that hash verification

Fig. 7: Attestation Process

(3) is the critical step with respect to computational effort. Whereas (1) PCR verification
steps must be performed strictly sequential, (2) template verification, and (3) hash
verification can be parallelized. While we expect a parallelized computation of (2) and
(3) to be notably faster than our sequential approach, it would not reduce the amount of
data exchanged between TIA and verifier.
4.3

Scalable Data Generation and Verification

In the following, we propose a scalable attestation algorithm composed of the TIA part
in Algorithm 1 and the verifier part in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 TIA: Signed Measurement Data Generation Scheme
Require: i = 0, ci = 0
function generate_sensor_measurement( )
qi = get_quote()
smli = get_sml()
store_sml_count(ci )
if i == 0 then
send_sensor_measurement(qi , smli )
else
δsmli−1 :smli = truncate_sml_until(ci−1 )
send_sensor_measurement(qi , δsmli−1 :smli )
end if
increment(i)
end function

The central idea is that the TIA transmits the entire SML only with the first Quote.
On any subsequent execution, the SML smli is truncated until the last known line ci .
This generates our subsequent SML-delta δsmli−1 :smli = truncate_sml_until(ci−1 ), which
replaces the complete SML that is transmitted to the verifier, reducing the amount of
transferred data to a minimum.
Consequently, the verifier only needs to recalculate the templates of the changed
SML entries δsmli−1 :smli , which significantly reduces computational effort. However, we

Algorithm 2 Verifier: Signed Measurement Data Verification Scheme
Require: haik , quotei , smli , AIK pub
function veri f y_sensor_measurement(quotei , smli )
if veri f y_quote(quote, AIK pub ) then
if veri f y_sml(smli , haik ) then
haik = extract_hash(quotei )
return ”T RUST ED”
else
haik = ””
return ”UNT RUST ED”
end if
end if
return ”UNT RUST ED”
end function

. Reset haik

expect additional SML entries to appear on very rare occasions, basically only after
designated software updates or in case an attack happened. Hence, in most subsequent
attestation processes, δsmli−1 :smli can be omitted entirely, or will only comprise a couple
of new entries, which renders the computational effort negligible.
In order to make this scheme work, the verifier stores the last known trusted hash
value in a tuple {AIK → haik } for the least known state of the TIA. Then, δ (smli−1 : smli )
is sufficient to synchronize the verifier’s SML with the changed TIA’s SML and to verify
the current system state without recalculation of the entire SML smli , necessary without
the modifications made.

5

Background and Related Work

Dam monitoring applications with Automated Data Acquisition System (ADAS) are
discussed in [26, 22]. Usually, an ADAS is organized as a SCADA system with a
hierarchical organisation (cf. Figure 2). Details on SCADA systems organisation can
be found in [6, 5]. In the majority of cases, SCADA systems have very little protection
against the escalating cyber threats. Compared to traditional IT systems, securing CPS
poses unique challenges. In order to understand those challenges and the potential
danger, [42] provides a taxonomy of possible cyber attacks including cyber-induced
cyber-physical attacks with respect to SCADA systems. Specific SCADA related security
problems are discussed in [8]. An overview of the challenges and the current state-ofthe-art in modeling CPS in general is given in [9].
Besides identification of security requirements, the further security engineering
process has to address issues such as how to mitigate risks resulting from connectivity
and how to integrate security into a target architecture [2]. In [16], some of the open
issues in future energy networks are discussed and a vision of a security infrastructure for
such networks built on hardware security anchors is described. In [1], a framework for the
protection of energy control systems is introduced that integrates different state-of-the-art
technologies in order to improve status management, anomaly prevention, and security.
In [13], security, trust and quality of service requirements in next-generation control

and communication for large power systems are examined and the GridStat middleware
framework addressing these requirements is introduced. In [38], vulnerabilities of current
SCADA systems are described and a suite of security protocols to provide authenticated
channels optimized for SCADA systems is proposed.
Specific mechanisms for enforcement of authenticity requirements that have been
derived by the method proposed in this article are based on integration of TC concepts
into CPS systems. The key concept of TC [21] is the extension of trust from a root of
trust (such as the TPM) to further system components [36]. This concept ensures that a
system is and remains in a predictable and trustworthy state and thus produces authentic
results. An approach for the generation of secure evidence records was presented in [29].
This approach, which was the basis for our proof-of-concept implementation in [7],
makes use of established hardware-based security mechanisms for special data recording
devices. Our work presented here, additionally analysed scalability properties of the
approach by measurements of overhead for trust establishment and suggest efficient
schemes for evidence generation and evidence verification.
For secure evidence generation, those parts of the TPM that identify the device,
bind data to the identity of the device, and provide authentic reports on the current
state of the device are essential [29]. Evidence collectors can add semantic information
to the evidence record and make it available for distribution and storage [28, 27]. The
cumulative attestation proposed by LeMay and Gunter [19] provides additional records
and attests to the history of the boot process. In the context of digital cameras, the
feasibility of the use of TPMs for the protection of digital images has already been
proposed [29] and demonstrated [39]. In [35], advanced schemes allowing for scalable
attestation have been proposed. In CPS it can also be necessary to establish a peer-to-peer
structure without any central node. In order to ensure that all events can be ordered by
time, the synchronisation of time ticks can be combined with other existing security
mechanisms [20]. General properties of time synchronisation protocols and algorithms
have been analysed in [12].
Security information and event management (SIEM) systems [24] are generic consumers of sensor events. From the architectural perspective of a SIEM system, the TIA
implements a specific software appliance residing in edge payload nodes. Based on
the requirements of CPS for novel SIEM architectures [30], in the European project
MASSIF [31] we developed the TIA that implements a MASSIF compliant remote smart
sensor, which provides authenticated component event reporting [23]. The trustworthiness of the information from the TIA is indispensable, when process control in critical
infrastructures is dependent on this information. We have shown this in applications
reported in [32] on misuse case scenarios from the hydroelectric power plant introduced
in Section 2. In addition to integrity and authenticity provided by the TIA, it is important
to enforce a resilient communication among the edge devices and core nodes of a SIEM
infrastructure. In the MASSIF architecture, a resilient event bus [23] provides several
mechanisms and routing strategies to deliver messages in a secure and timely way. We
assume that in addition to the use in generic SIEM systems, the TIA scalability concept
proposed in this work can also be applied in specific agent-based architectures, such as
the autonomic agent trust model proposed in [40].

6

Conclusion and Future Work

With the emerging CPS demanding new security challenges arise at the interface between
the cyber and physical world. In particular, the geographically dispersed placement of
sensors and actuators in non-protected environments makes them vulnerable for various
attacks with possibly disastrous impact on critical infrastructures and their human users.
Protection of CPS against those attacks is a multifaceted complex task. In this paper,
we addressed three important aspects related to this task based on a model of a typical
cyber-physical application scenario, a hydro-electric powerplant.
Firstly, the elicitation of critical security requirements has been investigated. We
used a model-based approach to systematically identify security requirements in CPS.
The action-oriented approach considers control flow and information flow between interdependent actions, in particular, the boundary actions, which represent the interaction of
the physical with the cyber world. Secondly, we developed the TIA, a holistic protection
concept for critical event sources, particularly addressing the problem of unrevealed
software manipulation. Finally, we analysed scalability properties of the TIA approach
and presented scalable trust establishment algorithms.
We envision to extend the TIA approach to other types of devices, which are known
to be critical for trusted monitoring within CPS. Particularly, we think of network devices,
which often also operate in unprotected environments. The software complexity of such
devices is comparable to the smart sensors and Trusted Computing concepts should be
applicable for their protection.
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